This paper presents the design and implementation of a "quasi real-time" garbage collector for Concurrent
This situation is avoided by copying the transmitted private object to the main shared heap and storing in the old mutable object a pointer to the copy, instead of a pointer to the original private object. The descendants of the transmitted object that reside in the private heap are recursively copied, too. This copying is very similar to a minor collection with only one root, the transmitted object. Indeed, it stores forwarding pointers from the copied objects to their copies, just as the minor collector does, so that the next minor collection will not copy these objects again, but reuse their copies. 1 Therefore, this "copy on update" strategy does not waste time: we just do some of the next minor collection right away. Also, it avoids the complexity of maintaining a remembered set of old objects that contain pointers to the young generation
[24]. The color of a block evolves as summarized in figure 3 .
The marking phase sets to black all reachable objects.
To do so, it sets the roots to gray and repeatedly finds 
Synchronization issues
The coloring scheme described above has one interesting property: it is always safe to set an object to gray. Of course, setting many objects to gray is inefficient, since an unreachable gray object will not be reclaimed at the end of the current collection cycle, but only at the end of the next cycle. However, this fact allows us to avoid synchronization whenever the resulting race condition can only end up in making an object gray instead of the intended color. This trick is used in the modification and allocation procedures, to test the collector status without locking.
For instance, the coloring of newly allocated blocks is implemented as follows: The results are given in figure 6 . The load of the major collector appears to be below 5% per mutator. 
